N20/N26 Stage 1 & JB4 Install Guide
Last updated 7/21/2022
Use subject to terms and conditions posted at https://burgertuning.com/pages/terms
THIS PART IS LEGAL FOR USE ONLY IN COMPETITION RACING VEHICLES AS DEFINED UNDER CALIFORNIA

LAW AND IS NOT LEGAL FOR USE IN ANY OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE. California law defines a
"racing vehicle" as "a competition vehicle not used on public highways." (Calif. Health & Safety Code
39048) This part may only be used on competition racing vehicles operated exclusively on a closed
course in conjunction with a sanctioned racing event. Competition-only motor vehicles may not be
driven to a racing event on a public highway and must be transported on a trailer or other carrier.
USE OF THIS PART IN ANY OTHER VEHICLE MAY SUBJECT YOU TO FINES AND PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATION OF FEDERAL AND/OR STATE LAW, WILL VOID YOUR WARRANTY FROM
BURGER MOTORSPORTS, INC, AND CAN VOID YOUR VEHICLE'S WARRANTY. It is your
responsibility to comply with all applicable federal and state laws relating to the use of this part, and
Burger Motorsports, INC hereby disclaims any liability resulting from the failure to use this part in
compliance with all applicable federal and state laws

JB4_N20 electronic wastegate model shown above

Tools required:
10mm socket
1/2" socket for pneumatic JB4 models
T50 (torx) bit for pneumatic JB4 models
Small flat head screwdriver
Before starting any electrical work always disconnect the negative battery terminal in
the trunk. Failure to do so may result in ECU damage. Never disconnect the piggyback
box, harness, or any wires while the battery is connected.
Open your hood and familiarize yourself with the location of the sensors you will be
intercepting during the installation.

1) TMAP sensor, rainbow patch.
Locate the TMAP connector (#1) on the charge pipe.

Push lightly on the release clip to release the connector from the sensor. Do not pull
directly on the wires. If the connector is stuck using a small screwdriver to gently lift the
tab up from the back side (closer to 3.5 numbering) can help.
Plug the JB patch with rainbow wires in to the sensor and plug the OEM plug you just
removed into the JB rainbow patch making a complete circuit.

2) MAP sensor, brown patch.
Locate the MAP Connector (#3) near the throttle body (green arrow).

Press and release the clip as you did in the first step.

Once removed, locate the connector pair with brown wires on the JB harness and plug
the small connector into the MAP sensor as shown. Connect the large connector from
the harness to the factory harness connector as shown below. Please note the
orientation of each plug.

4) Boost solenoid, blue patch, JB4 pneumatic solenoid systems only. This harness
connection will be installed on any models that are equipped with a pneumatic solenoid
except X1/Z4. Models not equipped with a solenoid as shown in the photo will leave
the blue patch (if present) tucked out of the way and skip to step 5. Generally, models
2014 and newer will not use this connection.

The solenoid is located under the engine cover. You'll lift it up to access the
connection.

Push down on the metal retaining clip as shown and slide the connector back. Do not
pull directly on the wires, make sure to pull on the connector.

Lay the JB harness over the engine and locate the connector pair with blue wires.
Plug the female connector on the JB N20 Stage 1 harness over the factory connection
as shown, making sure that the retaining clip clicks into place. Then, plug the factory
harness connection you removed in the last step onto the male connector on the JB
harness, making sure that the retaining clip clicks into place.

Now route the wire harness over the back of the engine cover area as shown below.

Step 5: Newer JB4 harnesses also include a 3-position FLEX FUEL wire which
generally only needs to be installed on 320i & 520i installations, or those who plan to
use E85 mixtures down the road.

Step 6: Mounting the box. Now that we've connected the basic connections, we need
to place the box under the driver side plastic cover as shown. Locate the plastic cover
over the brake booster as shown. Note the small ring near the side of the vehicle.

Pull up on the ring and pull the plastic cover forward to remove.

Now locate the overlapping weather seal shown.

Pull the weather seal forward as shown.

Now run the JB wire harness between the split in the weather seal and replace the
weather seal as shown. The portion of the wire harness with the AMP cover on the
connector should now be near the brake booster.

Route the JB harness and control box to a location that allows you to replace the
cover. Note that the box is not waterproof and should be positioned in such a way
under the plastic cowl cover to keep it as dry as possible. Also take care to ensure it's
not placed in the path of the windshield wiper assembly.

If you are installing Stage1 then skip to step 8. If this is a JB4 system then you must
also install the OBDII cable and ground wire, if present, in the next step.
If you have an older Stage1 system that happens to have any extra wires, do not install
them. Tape off each wire and tuck them out of the way.

Step 7: OBDII, red power and black ground wires (if present)
(for X1/Z4 models, skip to the model-specific sections below)
Note JB4 electronic wastegate (EWG) models do not have a separate power and
ground wire. If your harness does not have these then skip the steps for the red and
black wires below. JB4 Models also include an OBDII wire for CANbus which will be
routed into the cabin as shown.

The black wire is a chassis ground. Connect it to the shock tower using a 1/2" socket
or other suitable chassis ground.

The red wire has been relocated within the JB4 harness on most PWG models. If your
harness has a separate red wire information on connecting it is below. If not present,
skip to the OBDII CANbus connection step.
The red wire extends over to the passenger side and attaches to the power terminal
under the red flip-top. You'll need a Torx-50 bit to loosen the terminal. The red wire
should be routed under the plastic cowl covers so its out of sight.

OBDII CANbus connection:

Remove the panel under the steering wheel by removing the 2x 10mm bolts, and if you
need the room unplug the courtesy light and speaker connection so the panel can be
moved out of the way all together.

Using a long screwdriver push in on the rubber firewall cap pushing it in to the interior
compartment. You'll see it fall down by the pedals and can put it away for safe keeping.
Feed the OBDII wire from the interior through the hole to the engine compartment.
Note 5-series models have a foam cover that is pulled off to access the rubber plug.

Note those with a manual transmission have the clutch line run through this same hole.
You’ll need use a coat hanger to pull CANbus wire around the grommet. Alternatively
you can use cut a small slice in the grommet to facilitate feeding the CANbus wire
through.

Connect the OBDII cable to the JB4 harness by plugging in the connector. Carefully
note the orientation of the connection as it possible to damage the pins inside the
connector if this is connected improperly.

Reinstall bottom cover and route CANbus wire behind it for a clean look.

If you’ve purchased the optional JB4 mobile adapter open the enclosure and plug the
adapter into the JB4 board directly as shown. When closing the enclosure ensure the
control board is properly lined up and only tighten down screws once the case closes
smoothly to avoid damaging the JB4 board. Note some older JB4 mobile adapters
have a separate blue wire which will need to be attached to the JB4 harness via a positap, refer to the video on the JB4 Mobile adapter page for additional directions.

7. Wrapping up.
Finally, replace the plastic cover over the brake booster area as shown. Note the
position of the harness near the weather seal.

Before closing the hood, reconnect your negative battery cable and start the car. If you
receive a CEL (check engine light, picture of a yellow engine on the instrument
display), double check each connection and the orientation of the connectors. If you’re
unable to see any problems, please take photos of the install, including each connector
and email to support@burgertuning.com for troubleshooting support.
Assuming the car starts and idles without a CEL, you can close the hood and trunk and
your installation is complete.
Settings:
Stage1: This system is a single map and no software changes are required for any
models.
JB4: This system is a multiple map system and the user can select between map
(disabled) and performance maps using the volume control. Refer to the appropriate
video on N54tech for specific map switch directions.
Software the JB4 system as well as any additional mapping information is posted here.
For any additional questions on setup and settings please post in this thread:
http://www.n54tech.com/forums/showthread.php?t=15536

X1/Z4 Model Specific Information:
Please note that newer X1/Z4 JB4 units are all electronic wastegate so any reference
to pneumatic solenoid connectors or separate power or ground wires should be
ignored.
X1:
Please see the overview of the install for the X1 at YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyWgDC5wv_8
Ignore any reference to pneumatic solenoid connections, or separate ground and
power wires.

1. Remove the screws around the perimeter of the HVAC air filter (highlighted green in
the below photo) at the base of the windshield and set the filter housing aside

2. Pop off the side covers (highlighted red in the above photo) by lifting the clips
around their perimeter and set the covers aside.

3. Unclip the sensors at each side as shown in the below photos. The passenger side
sensor removes by pushing in a small clip and rotating, while the optional driver side
will lift off if present. Pull the tabs holding the wires out by grasping the tabs and pulling
towards you. The sensors will stay connected to the wires, just lay the sensors and
wires towards the front of the engine out of the way.

4. Once the sensors, covers and filter have been removed, two 8mm bolts hold down
the corners of the cowl cover. These are found at the leading edge of the cowl cover.
Remove these and set aside.
5. The cowl cover can now be carefully lifted and removed from the vehicle. Set it
aside.
6. Remove the white ECU cover by raising the retaining clips at the left and right sides
of the lid and sliding the two clips at the front and back of the lid as shown in the below
photo. Set the cover aside.

7. Locate and remove the felt-tape holding the wire bundle together and pull out the
blue and red CAN wire bundles as shown below. It will be the only bundle wrapped
in black felt tape. If you can't find it remove the black tape. It's easy to miss but is
right in front of you. Each one will have a black or white cap on top of it. Pull the cap
off and ensure the wire leads are clean. If needed, you can clean them using a
paper towel and rubbing alcohol. A clean connection here is critical to the CAN
system functioning properly. Wrap the appropriate JB4 wire around the exposed
leads and push the cap back over ensuring a solid connection. If your CAN wires
have the white cap glued on you will need a heat gun or a hair dryer to remove it.
When removing the factory caps, it’s important to use rubbing alcohol to remove any
black sticky “junk” left behind so the JB4 wires make a clean connection. A poor
connection here will result in the JB4 “resetting” during driving and may lead to a
check engine light. It is OK to solder these wires if you’re having a difficult time
getting a clean connection. The JB4’s green CAN wire attaches to the blue factory
wiring bundle and the JB4’s brown CAN wire attaches to the red factory bundle.
Refer to those photos below for additional directions.

9. Before closing the hood or replacing all the cowling, reconnect your negative battery
cable and start the car. If you receive a CEL (check engine light, picture of a yellow
engine on the instrument display), double check each connection and the orientation of
the connectors. If you’re unable to see any problems, please take photos of the install,
including each connector and email to support@burgertuning.com for troubleshooting
support.
Assuming the car starts and idles without a CEL, you can replace the cowl cover,
sensors, and filter by reversing the directions you used earlier and close the hood and
take the vehicle for a test drive.
Settings:
The JB4 is a multiple map system, and the user can select between map 0 (disabled)
and performance maps using the steering wheel controls. A map guide and information
on the wheel controls specific to the X1 models is found at the end of this guide.
Software the JB4 system as well as any additional mapping information is posted here.
For any additional questions on setup and settings please post in this thread:
http://www.jb4tech.com/forums/showthread.php?t=15536

Z4:
To access the area where the CAN wires attach you will need to remove the cover
shown highlighted green in the below photo.

The CAN wire connections attach with the provided Positap connectors to the twisted
wire pair shown in the below photo. Note the placement of the control box as well.

Attach the green JB4 CAN wire to the blue/red striped wire and the brown JB4 CAN
wire to the solid red wire as shown in the inset at the top left.
Quick connect directions:

Before closing the hood or replacing the cover, reconnect your negative battery cable
and start the car. If you receive a CEL (check engine light, picture of a yellow engine
on the instrument display), double check each connection and the orientation of the
connectors. If you’re unable to see any problems, please take photos of the install,
including each connector and email to support@burgertuning.com for troubleshooting
support.
Assuming the car starts and idles without a CEL, you can replace the cover, close the
hood, and take the vehicle for a test drive.
Settings:
The JB4 is a multiple map system, and the user can select between map 0 (disabled)
and performance maps using the steering wheel controls. A map guide and information
on the wheel controls specific to the Z4 models is found at the end of this guide.
Software the JB4 system as well as any additional mapping information is posted here.
For any additional questions on setup and settings please post in this thread:
http://www.jb4tech.com/forums/showthread.php?t=15536

X1/Z4 Steering Wheel Controls:
A video showing how this control scheme works is found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDjD4OcDIGU

